We derive sufficient conditions for j A (dx)llp" (x, .I -njj to be of order 0(9(n)-* 1, where P"cx, A 1 are the transition probabilities of an aperiodic Harris recurrent Markov chain, ar is the invariant probability measure, A an initial distribution and (I belongs to a suitable class of non-decreasing sequences. The basic condition involved is the ergodicity of order & which in a countable state space iq equivalent to c cl/(n)Pi{ti B n}< 00 for some i, where Ti is the hitting time of the state i. We also show that for a general Markov chain to be ergodic of order CL it suffices that a corresponding condition is satisfied by a small set. We apply these results to non-singular renewal measures on IL! providing a probabilisitc method to estimate the right tail of the renewal measure when the increment distribution F satisfies ItF(dr)>Oandl~(t)(l-Ftr))dr<~. 
Introduction
Let {X,,} be an aperiodic Harris recurrent Markov chain on a general state space (S, a). We assume that 3 is countably generated. We shall adopt the notation and terminology of [9] . The chains considered here will usually be positive recurrent; the unique invariant probability measure is then denoted by 7~. Orey's theorem (see, e.g., [ll, Corollary, p. 251) for any initial probability measure A on (S, B ). The case when the limit in f 1.1 b is attained at a geometric rate of convergence (i.e., geometric ergo&city of {X,2}) has been investigated in [9] and [IO] .
Here our aim is to study subgeometrical rates of convergence in (1 .l ), i.e., cases where IlAP n -7Tll= 0(1/&n 1) 0304 -4149/83/$3.00 @ 1983, Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland) with Q+ belonging to a class A of sequences (to be introduced below) which grow stower than ?, r > 1. For related results we refer to [5,7, 12,141. Let A0 denote the class of sequences $:N+ R+ having the properties $ is non-decreasing and 2 2, (1.2) (log $(n))/n is non-increasing and tends to 0 as n --) 00.
( 1.3)
The following properties of sequences in A0 are frequently used (see [14, Lemmas ? and 21):
$(nz +n)=+(m)$(n) for all m,rz EN, (1.4)
for every E > 0 and n,) E N, there exists a c < 00 such that # (pn + n ) ~(l+~)$(m)+c for all m EN and n sno.
(1.5)
We denote by A the class of sequences Il/:W-+!R+ for which there exists some & E A0 such that We shall prove here a stronger version ~j' this result (Theorem 2.2) for general state space Markov chains. We first prove dn auxiliary result for stopping times of general Markov chains (Lemma 3.1) and a result for discrete renewal sequences (or, equivalently, atomic Markov chains) which slightly improves a result of Lindvall [S, Proposition 31. These are then extended to the context of general state space Markov chains by using the splitting technique introduced in [2] and [8] . Finally we apply the results to the case of non-singular renewal measures on R to give probabilistic proofs of renewal theorems similar to those of Stone and Wainger [ 143. We recall from [9] that k, h and v exclusively denote a fixed positive integer, a measurable function S + [0, l] with r (h ) > 0 and a probability measure on (S, B), such that the Minorization condition
for all x ES,A ~3, is satisfied.
For a sequence $ : N + R, we write
We recall the following two basic identities: (1.9) Remark 1.3. Since always c(,'(n) 2 cn ultimately for some c > 0, condition; (1.9)
implies that {X,,} is automatically positive recurrent.
Remark 1.4. Condition (1.9) is independent of the particular choice of k, k and Y. This can be seen by using Lemma 3.1 below; the proof is somewhat tedious but straightforward.
Remark 1.5. It there exists a recurrent atom cy in the state space, we can choose
. In this case, condition (1.9) is equivalent to E, (@(T<, 1) < 00, (1.10)
where T,,, = inf{n E N, :X,* E A} for any A E 8.
In the general case (1.9) means that (,l.lO) holds for the return time to the atom of the split k -step chain.
To illustrate condition (1.9) from another point of view we refer to the approach of Athreya and Ney [2] , where they have an alternative formulation of the splitting technique. They introduce, under (M) and the additional assumption k =l, a sequence of regeneration times T1, T2, . . . such tflat the post-Ti-process has the distribution P,, and is independent of the pre-Ti-.process. In this framework, our condition (1.9) can be put in the form
In particular, if $(n) = n', r H, then @O(n) -/ and (1.10) is equivalent to E, CT:,+' ) < a,
i.e., in this case ergodicity of order G corresponds to the usual ergodicity of order (degree) r + 1.
Proposition 1.6. {X,,) is ergodic of order $ if and only if
vQt,J<w
(1.12)
Proof. In fact we show that for any probability measure A and function g 20 on 6, .&)
hQ, 1 ( m if and only if hQ,+& < m (1.13) and nQd,g < ~43 if and only if ~Q,~,og < 00.
(1.14)
Without loss of generality we may assume $ E &. We write from ( 1.8)
Hence AQ,, 1 5: A&,4. On the other hand, from (1.5) there exists a finite constant c such that and there fore AQ,gh -: 2k (AQ,,, 1 ) -+ kc, so ( 1.13) follows. The validity of ( 1.14) follows similar ly from (1.7). c3
Statement of tine results
We first give the rate of convergence results for discrete renewal sequences; Proposition 2.1(i) has been proved by Lindvall [S] (ii) If 1 n $'(n )b, < a,1 n $"(n )a, (: 00 and 1 n ti"(n )a L < 00, then
and there is a constant c = cb < 00, depending on/y on the increment distribution (b,,) such that
In the following two theorems we give the rate of convergence results for general Markov chains. The irivariant probability measure w always satisfies (2.5). (2.7') n=l The invariant ~ruba~iii~~ measure 3-r sa~is~es (2.5').
The following two theorems show that ergodicity of order IJ~ is closely related to the finiteness of the expectations E, (~*(~~), x E S, A E ~33. ( 
Proofs
We start by proving the following lemma, which is the counterpart of 19. Lemma 2.91. Here 'a.s.' means 'P,-a.s. for all x E S'. Lemma 3.1. Let T be an a.s. finite stopping time relative to {X,,) and B E 93 be such that X, E B a.s. Let {.s"}~~N be the sequence of iterates of r, i.e., (ii) lf, in addition, A is a probability measure satisfying E, (q%(r)) < 00, then also E*(ti(Trl))<W.
2=0,

2=7,
(iii) I'f, in addition, E, (&Tj) < m, then also E&"(T'))(00.
Proof. (i) We may assume that @ E 1 to. From the monotonicity in (1.3) it follows that a?id hence, by the convergence in ( 1.3), lim,,,, AJl(n)/Jl(n) = 0. Therefore we have (3.1)
Let M be a finite upper bound f'~r E,(I&TI), x E B, and let E > 0 be fixed so that and c, -=I 00 such that i 1.5 1 holds for these E, nF and c,. We write and estimate a typical term in the sum by using (see ( by conditioning on 9,, _ 2. To estimate h, (n ) recursively we make use of ( 1.4), ( 1.5) and (3.3), 6,(n)~(l+F)E,(~(7'-*)l(,__n)) +E,(~~,.,,-II(~(~"-*)Ex,~ 2(~(7)l(,;,,,)j)+~,P,(~ Yfl)
wherep=(l+E)(l--)+A&<1 by(3.2)Since sup6,(W=supa,(1)~~,
XEB XEB
we deduce from the recursion formulae (3.4) and (3.5) that completing the proof of (i).
(ii) Since 7' C 7 + 7' 08' we have by (1.4) (3.5) (iii) Follows similarly from The first term on the right-hand side can now be estimated above as follows (see
Proof of Theorem 2.2. We may again assume that 4 E& and without loss of generality that (I/ is unbounded. It is easy to see that then (2.7) implies (2.6) by the monotonicity in n of j h (dx)I(P" (x, l ) -~11; thus only (2.7) has to be proved. Assume first that there exists a recurrent atom (Y in the state space? and E, (r1/(~, 1) < 00, E,($(T~,)) < 00 and E,(@(ra)) ~00. From [S, Proposition 33 by coupling two indeper,;knt chains with initial distributions A and 7r, it follows that where T is the coupling epoch. On the other hand s E, ,,rq?(T,)< x).
In the case of a general (non-atomic) chain we apply the previous to the split k -step chain {Xxk } (SW [X] I to obtain we have for any i = 0, . . . , k -1
?l=O I (3.6)
Eq. (2.7) now follows by using the contractivity of P (which allows us to replace Pnk in (3.6) by Pnk+i ) and by summing i from 0 to k -1. q
Proof of Theorem 2.3. Suppose first that there exists a recurrent atom CY in the state space. We then have (cf. [S, eq. (2.4)])
I(P'z(x, l )-P"(a, l ,II~P,(7, az}+ i lujIx_l,n -~,~,_,IB,, m=l where {a,,} is the undelayed renewal sequence, u,, = Pn(a, a), (vll") is the delayed renewal sequence, 21: = P" (x, a ) with delay distribution cz 1: ' = P,x{ra = n}, and &, = RX (7, 2 m 1. By Proposition 2.1 (ii) and (1.4) we have which is finite by the hypothesis. The extension to the non-atomic case can be made exactly as in the proof of Theorem 2.2. U Proof of Theorem 2.6. Proving the finiteness of E,(+b(rJ) and E,,(#'(d) follows exactly the same lines as those in the proof of [9, Theorem 2.5(i)]. Since we may replace k and v in (M) by k + i and VP' for any fixed i EN we deduce that E&$'(~A)) < 00 for all i E Pd.
Since obviously 7~ is absolutely continuous with respect to c:, 2-'vP', we see that tl-nis is possible only if E,($0(7A)) < 00 for n-a.e. XE!~. Cl Proof of Theorem 2.7. After Lem,ma 3.1 the proof of Theorem 2.7 is similar to that of [9, Theorem 2S(ii) and ( for the renewal measure of F. Note that (4.2) is equivalent to the non-singularity of u.
We also assume that F[ 1,~) > 0; the proofs below can be modified in an obvious manner by resealing if F[l, 00) = 0.
We write PG (P, if G = Ed, x E R) for the probability measure governing the sequence {Y,,) when the distribution of Y0 is G.
We shall utilize the Markov chain results of Sections 2 and 3 applied to the associated forward process { V (t ,), 30,
where q(f) = ;nf{rz E N: S,, > t), to give probabilistic proofs for the rate of convergence of non-singular renewal measures. These results are closely related to those of Stone and Wainger [14, Theorem l] proved there by analytical methods. The present method has been previously exploited in [I, 3, 6, 93 . For an ahernative coupling method, see [7] . where U. is a finite measure, c a finite constant and I+. the restriction of I to (0, aI. Tllerefore, U*g is a bounded function and (4.13) directly follows from (4.lok By (4.15) we also see that $(s Gi * U * gl [s.o3,(2s) and hence (4.14) follows from the assumptions made on Gi and g. We formulate the results in the following theorem whose proof is omitted. Remark. Theorem 4.2 improves the results of Stone and Wainger [l4, Theorem l] in several respects. They give the set-wise form of (iii), with G = eo, under the stronger assumption that 1 @(t)F(dt) C 00. Instead of (i) they have when 9 satisfies some additional requirements.
